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Hidden deep inside a huge oak tree, four giant 

lands representing each of the seasons live in 

harmony. They are called the Season Islands. 

There is Winterville, Springton, Summer City 

and Autumn Falls. They surround the terrifying 

Savage Sea where the Stormclouds live; it’s a 

horrible, unpleasant place, from where the 

Stormclouds cause havoc wherever they can. In 

the first of our adventures to the Season Islands, 

we’ll explore a magical land where it’s Spring all 

year round and its name is Springton.

Springton is a much warmer place. Larger 

than ten football fields, it’s the place where 

things come to life, like a city set in a huge 

valley. Springton is split into various sections; 

the Flower Bed, the Bird Sanctuary and the 

Paddock. The Flower Bed is the biggest area 

of Springton, and among the green grass, the 
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bed is a rainbow of colour; crocuses, lilies, roses, 

daisies, primroses, lilac’s and rhododendrons 

(along with every other flower) are everywhere 

to be seen. Each type of flower had their own 

space in the vast expanse of Springton and 

from the air, it looked like a giant and beautiful 

patchwork quilt of petals. 

The city of Springton had the right amount 

of sunlight, warmth and rain to make sure that 

no covering was ever needed. Life was simple 

here; everything was provided. The work was 

mostly farming. Each type of flower was 

responsible for their own area; keeping it tidy 

and clean by mowing the grass around them if it 

got too long, ensuring that young flowers stayed 

out of mischief and preparing ground for 

flowers as they began to sprout up. Everyone got 

on with each other. Our story begins in the 
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